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	NAME: Tomain
	DESCRIPTION: The Tomain, native to Toma VII, are a very old race. They are a fading power. Most of their colonized planets are completely aquaformed, all of them at least partially covered by water. The only things decorating the surfaces are monolithic relics constructed in the distant past, long-forgotten, which hardly bely the massive, advanced cities below. The Caliph is their ruler. He must be both a Theocrat & a Merchant-Prince, & so is usually both honest & sensible—few are held with such respect as the royal family of Kemt. Their fading power permeates all aspects of their culture. The Caliph still maintains, through force of both military & will, the command over his neighbors, but more & more the younger races rile beneath his will & eye the outer worlds of his empire. Their military is highly traditional. Their ships mix classical building techniques with advanced tech, resulting in a fleet which is beautiful, deadly, & limited. They are equipped with a Destructive electromagnetic field (DEMF), disabling enemy power system so they can be picked off with 1 or 2 shots. 
	ERA:  2371 and beyond (Shackleton Expanse)
	Text Field 13: The fruit from the vine grows bitter as it gets older. 
	Text Field 7: Presence +2, Reason +1
	Text Field 8: The Tomain are great seaworms. They are on average 60ft long & weigh well over 2000lbs. They can survive on land for about 8 hours then must immerse themselves in water for 16 hours before attempting landfall again. Ship Weapons: Electron Repeater: 1 shot/point of power. Heavy Electron-Laser: [+3CD, Diff 2, 4 Power/shot, 1 shot/turn, Special]. They are both used for overloading enemy power grids.
	TALENTS: Tomain, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: EM Sensitivity [Required]
	TALENT TEXT 1: Tomain are very sensitive to electromagnetic fields & can sense the faint impulses given off by the nervous systems of many animals & some plants. Their expertise in this area lowers the Difficulty by 4, min. 1, for tasks that involve Electrical systems & EM fields. 
	TALENT NAME 2: Aastraph Kebenit (Ship) Crews
	TALENT TEXT 2: Consists of 60% slaves & conscripts, non-compulsory Tomains, & 10% upper class command staff. Many of their smaller ships (especially, the fighters) are entirely slave & conscript-run. Their slaves are extremely well-trained. Their devotion make them most effective troops.
	TALENT NAME 3: b-DEMF Mk II [Range M, Engines: -2 Power, Shields -4, Comms fried, Command -2]
	TALENT TEXT 3: This device projects a field around the ship which damages, shorts out, or just fries an enemy ships’ systems. They use specialized armor to make themselves immune to the detrimental effects. An enemy ship can only be affected once/scene. [Automatic within 3 hexes].
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